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What are the differences between the SRE-3000 Elan and the new SRE-3050 Elan?
Are there any changes/updates to the SRE-2010 Elite?

SEAT FEATURES Color Refresh - Seating material, shrouding, stand feet and end 
plates on rail all updated in color from Champagne (SRE-3000) 
to Warm Gray (SRE-3050).

More Room - Additional space between armrests at 20.25” 
and increased seat depth to 16.75”. 

Ergonomic Paddle Switch - Easier to operate. Comes standard 
on left arm. Can be changed to right hand side in less than 10 
minutes.

Armrests - Redesigned wire routing improves reliability 
and eliminates pinch points. Paddle switch activates with 
armrest in either the up or down position unless required 
otherwise by code.

Retractable Seat Belt - Easy to wear and one hand operation.
Positioned on seat to allow client to sit fully back in seat 
comfortably.

Folded Position - Seat cushion folds flush with armrests in 
upright position. Unit folded to wall same as SRE-3000 at 
12”. Seat damper lowers bottom seat cushion smoothly.

Attractive Design - Underside of footrest and seat bottom
lends to clean modern aesthetic.

UNIVERSAL RAIL DESIGN
Universal Rail Design - Same lightweight design and 
anodized finish with narrowest profile in industry at 
2.25”. Updated stand feet/end plates in new Warm Gray 
finish. Interchangeable between SRE-3000, SRE-3050 & 
SRE-2010 models.

New Nominal Rail Length - Total rail length was updated 
to align with industry standards at overall dimension of 
181.5”. Less than 2% of applications will be impacted and 
limits waste of unused rail segments.

SRE-2010 Elite will change to new rail kits mid-
November. Look for updates on rail boxes and changes 
to installation manual to determine overall rail length.

Old Champagne

New Warm Gray
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Power Options - All power options, rail and rail kits ordered for the SRE-3000 
are able to be installed on the SRE-3050.

Colors are complimentary, but not matching between the
Champagne and Warm Gray colors.

Power Swivel Seat
SRE-30405L/R Champagne SRE-30528L/R Warm Gray. A kit is required to 
utilize an existing power swivel seat ordered with a SRE-3000 on the new 
SRE-3050. SRV-3050-009L/R Kit Includes template, pin and spacers.

Power Folding Footrest
SRE-30212 Champagne SRE-30525 Warm Gray

New Rail Installation Kits
SRE-K-3064 15’ Warm Gray
SRE-K-3065 20’ Warm Gray
SRE-K-3072 Folding Rails Warm Gray

New Adjustable Stand Foot Assembly 
SRE-301590WG Warm Gray

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

SRE-3000 Options Retrofits with SRE-3050 Additional Parts Required
Power Swivel Yes, with kit SRV-3050-009L/R

Power Footrest Yes No
Power Folding Rail Yes No
Manual Folding Rail Yes No
Adjustable Clamp Yes No

SERVICE PARTS
Bruno will continue to honor the warranty of the SRE-3000 by 
providing service components in the corresponding matching color where necessary.

Service parts will be available in Champagne for the 
SRE-3000. Warm Gray covers are not backwards compatible 
to the SRE-3000 options.


